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POWER
Mexico’s CFE to Add 642 MW Natural Gas 
Power Plant to Fleet in December

Mexico’s Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE) is set to start 
producing electricity in early December at its long delayed 642 MW 
Huexca combined-cycle thermal power plant in the central state of 
Morelos.

The completed plant in Morelos state has been stalled because 
of local protests and objections over the natural gas-fired power plant 
and neighboring infrastructure.

On Monday, CFE workers began completing the final section 
of an aqueduct connecting to a nearby water treatment facility, which 
would provide treated wastewater to the power plant. Once this is 
done, CFE plans to begin pre-operative testing.
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U.S./Mexico NatGas Market Snapshot
• Weather forecasts held on to slightly cooler 

expectations
• LNG and production levels were both strong
• Cash prices were led lower by drops in the Northeast 
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HOLIDAY NOTICE
In observation of the U.S. Thanksgiving Holiday, North American 
natural gas traded on Wednesday Nov. 25 will be for delivery 
Thursday Nov. 26 through Monday Nov. 30. The next issue of 
Mexico GPI will be published on Monday Nov. 30.

All prices are in $U.S./MMBtu. Data are excerpted directly from NGI's Daily Gas Price Index except 
for the (1) South Texas Avg, which is a simple average of NGPL S. Tx, Tennessee S. Tx, and TETCO 
S. Tx. For more information on how we calculate our next-day and next-month price indexes, please 
refer to our Price Index Methodology, which is located here. 

NOTE: NGI's Mexico Gas Price Index plans to calculate our own Mexico spot prices in the same 
manner as we do for locations in the United States & Canada as soon as possible. For more 
information, or if you wish to participate in NGI's Mexico natural gas price survey, please contact 
Dexter Steis at +1-703-318-8848, or e-mail us at prices@naturalgasintel.com.

IPGN prices are published by CRE. Companies represents the number of marketers who submitted 
trade data to CRE. Vol is total reported commercialized volumes converted to MMcf/d. Deals 
represents the net number of transactions CRE used to calculate the IPGN (gross transactions 
reported lessatypical deals CRE excluded from the data). For more information, and access to raw 
aggregatedata behind these figures, including exchange rate information, please visit the CRE 
website, which you can access here.

MEXICO IPGN PRICES
(MXN/GJ & US/MMBtu)

See page 2 for a complete listing of 
NGI’s Mexico Natural Gas Prices

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/mexico
http://www.naturalgasintel.com/fate-of-642-mw-combined-cycle-plant-in-mexico-to-be-decided-via-referendum/
http://www.naturalgasintel.com/fate-of-642-mw-combined-cycle-plant-in-mexico-to-be-decided-via-referendum/
http://www.naturalgasintel.com/ext/resources/Daily-GPI/NGIMethodology.pdf
https://datos.gob.mx/busca/dataset/indice-de-referencia-nacional-de-precios-de-gas-natural-al-mayoreo
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1) Transport rates for U.S. interstates, SISTRANGAS, and other Mexico pipelines taken from electronic bulletin boards (EBBs). However, Texas intrastate pipelines do not have EBBs, so our transportation costs 
for these are an estimates. For more information on which charges we include in these fees, please see the below note.

2) Calculated Monterrey price would be the same as Los Ramones, and calculated El Encino would be the same as Torreon, if we had used the SISTRANGAS tariff, since SISTRANGAS is a zone based system.

3) U.S. gas is not likely to be delivered to Cactus or Salina Cruz, but these represent a theoretical delivered price in Zonas Sur and Istmo.

The current assessments are estimated US-to-
Mexico natural gas cost plus transport prices;  
please refer to the Mexico Gas Price Index 
Methodology for pipeline-specific costs and for  
any additional information.  

Moving forward, NGI believes the best price 
transparency are price indexes based on actual 
transactions, and is asking all buyers and sellers 
of natural gas in Mexico to support this effort by 
providing those transactions to NGI on a confidential 
basis. NGI was at the forefront of this market price 
deregulation in the United States in the 1980s and 
has the experience to help the Mexico market do the 
same in 2019 and beyond. For more information, 
please contact Dexter Steis or Pat Rau at +1 (703) 
318-8848 or prices@naturalgasintel.com. 

Want NGI's Mexico Natural Gas Price Index in a 
spreadsheet? Download a sample in Excel- 
friendly format.

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/mexico
http://www.naturalgasintel.com/ext/resources/Mexico-GPI/MGPI-Price-Methodology.pdf
http://www.naturalgasintel.com/ext/resources/Mexico-GPI/MGPI-Price-Methodology.pdf
mailto:prices%40naturalgasintel.com?subject=
 https://www.naturalgasintel.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Sample-Mexico-Price-Datafeed.xlsx
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https://www.naturalgasintel.com/premium/mexico-natural-gas-prices/
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that, up to this week, had prevented futures from maintaining any 
momentum.

EIA reported an injection of 31 Bcf into gas stockpiles for the 
week ending Nov. 13 and said inventories rose to 3,958 Bcf, above 
the five-year average of 3,727 Bcf. An injection of 8 Bcf was reported 
for the week ending Nov. 6.

Looking ahead, analysts said the coronavirus pandemic and its 
expected impact on holiday travel could hurt overall energy demand 
but provide a short-term bump in natural gas use.

“Air travel has risen consistently since the low experienced in 
April, but still hovers around 35% of 2019,” said BTU Analytics LLC 
partner Mason Ender. “Considering the nearly ubiquitous message to 
cancel your Thanksgiving travel plans, it looks like the holiday won’t 
provide the travel boost it has in past years.

“Planes burn jet fuel, cars burn gasoline. Cutting to the chase, 
we’re doing a lot less of both and thus actively contributing to 
oil demand destruction. But the one thing we will burn more of is 
natural gas,” he said. “If 32 million people typically travel dur-
ing the Thanksgiving holiday, and the trend we’ve seen in airline 
passengers continues, roughly 21 million people will stay home. 
Assuming an average of three people traveling per household, 
roughly seven million additional ovens could fire up this coming 
Thursday” and more furnaces will likely run through the end of 
the week.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and public 
health officials in a majority of states have cautioned 

MARKET STORY 
December Natural Gas Futures Post Third-
Straight Gain; Spot Prices Sputter

Natural gas futures posted a modest gain Tuesday, marking a 
third consecutive day of advances as traders contemplated a mixed 
weather outlook and wide-ranging expectations for this week’s early 
storage report.

The December Nymex contract advanced 6.4 cents day/day to 
settle at $2.775/MMBtu. January rose 7.7 cents to $2.900.

NGI’s Spot Gas National Avg. fell 11.0 cents to $2.320. Colder 
northern temperatures moved in on Monday and hung around 
Tuesday, but warmer conditions were expected by Wednesday.

While mid-range forecasts were bearish at the start of the week, 
with temperatures expected to be above normal across much of the 
Lower 48 late this week and into next, forecasts Monday were slightly 
cooler for early December. The weather data overnight maintained 
those colder trends, showing systems impacting both northern and 
southern portions of the country, NatGasWeather said.

The forecaster said the slight weather shift, along with contin-
ued solid liquefied natural gas (LNG) volumes, was enough to boost 
futures. NGI data showed LNG export levels hovering above 10 Bcf 
on Tuesday, near 2020 highs.

NatGasWeather estimated Lower 48 production reached 91 
Bcf/d to start the week and held near that level Tuesday -- up nearly 
4 Bcf/d over the past month – offsetting some of the LNG strength 
and helping to keep the gains of futures somewhat in check.

“The supply/demand balance is still much tighter year/year, 
but it would simply be more impressive if not for the recent jump in 
Lower 48 production,” the firm said.

After reporting an unseasonable November injection last week, 
the Energy Information Administration (EIA) will report this week’s 
storage report at noon ET on Wednesday, a day earlier than normal 
because of Thanksgiving. The results could drive markets in either 
direction, as expectations vary widely.

A Bloomberg survey released Tuesday landed at a median 19 
Bcf decrease for the week ended Nov. 20, though estimates ranged 
from a withdrawal of 47 Bcf to a build of 35 Bcf. Reuters’ poll found 
estimates spanning a withdrawal of 47 Bcf to an injection of 33 Bcf, 
with a median decrease of 21 Bcf.

A survey conducted by the Wall Street Journal found analysts, 
on average, estimating storage levels declined by 8 Bcf. However, 
forecasts were also spread across a wide spectrum, varying from a 
withdrawal of 47 Bcf to an increase of 36 Bcf.

NGI’s model predicted a 35 Bcf pull from underground stocks. 
Energy Aspects estimated a withdrawal of 20 Bcf.

Energy Aspects said total heating degree days (HDD) were 
nearly 10% below the previous 10-year average for the period, while 
production was strong. However, moderate cold, including below 
freezing temperatures in the Northeast late in the report week that 
boosted spot prices, led the firm to model a 75% week/week increase 
in HDDs. Analysts said that was likely enough to lift residential/com-
mercial demand by 9.5 Bcf/d and result in a storage pull.

Last year EIA recorded a 47 Bcf withdrawal for the similar 
week, and the five-year average is a decrease of 37 Bcf.

A reduction in storage would represent a bullish turn from 
the two prior weeks, while an injection would extend a bearish run 

...cont' pg. 8

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/mexico
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/december-natural-gas-futures-sink-as-storage-injection-amplifies-weather-worries/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/december-natural-gas-futures-sink-as-storage-injection-amplifies-weather-worries/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/december-natural-gas-futures-finish-in-green-despite-storage-injection/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/december-natural-gas-futures-finish-in-green-despite-storage-injection/
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data/data_products/daily?region_id=california&location_id=USAVG
https://www.naturalgasintel.com/data/data_products/daily?region_id=california&location_id=USAVG
http://naturalgasintel.com/lnginsight
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Note: Prices in this table represent our estimate of the daily base firm VPM price for each region, 
based on the published VPM formula, and using Daily GPI indexes as the price reference. For more 
information, or if you wish to participate in NGI's Mexico natural gas price survey, please contact 
Dexter Steis at +1-703-318-8848, or e-mail us at prices@naturalgasintel.com.

...cont' pg. 9

CFE has already invested 25 billion pesos, or about $1.25 
billion, in the plant and adjoining infrastructure. The 

. . . from POWER - Mexico’s CFE to Add 642 MW Natural Gas Power Plant, pg. 1

against travel this week because the virus is spreading rapidly across 
the country. The United States tallied 169,190 new cases on Monday, 
according to Johns Hopkins University data, while and the number of 
Americans hospitalized -- 85,836 -- set a record for a 14th straight day.

Cash Cascades
Despite bouts of winter weather in parts of the northern United 

States, spot prices overall declined Tuesday, led lower by hubs in 
the Northeast.

NatGasWeather said national demand started the day strong 
after cash prices advanced Monday with “chilly morning lows of 10s 
to 30s” across the northern United States. Spot prices climbed a bit 
in the Midwest amid the cold, but demand was not strong enough in 
the eastern U.S. to support continued price gains.

The forecaster said heating needs will ease Wednesday through 
the end of the week “as much of the United States experiences com-
fortable late-November highs of 40s to 70s. There will still be weather 
systems into the western and southern U.S. this weekend, just mild 
ones as they fail to tap any truly cold northern latitude air.”

In the Northeast, where prices have been volatile in recent 
weeks, Algonquin Citygate dropped $1.335 day/day to an average $ 
1.945, and PNGTS lost 66.0 cents to $3.650. These and several other 
hubs in the region posted robust gains a day earlier.

Elsewhere in the eastern half of the country, Dominion 
North shed 24.5 cents to $1.430, while Dominion Energy Cove 
Point lost 4.5 cents to $2.305.

Prices were mixed across the rest of the country, with mostly 
modest gains or losses.

Kern River picked up 8.5 cents to $3.205 in the Rocky 
Mountains, while El Paso S. Mainline/N. Baja tacked on 18.5 cents 
to $3.005 in the Southwest. n

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/mexico
mailto:prices%40naturalgasintel.com?subject=
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=BJ36WI9YS5IMFMvq5Fd7RcwdwMrDgqANkuLMuV8gJLKByMdXaa19FSFiOaKwQdHNmSP35BOnC-hcKuuUvk1hMw~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=BJ36WI9YS5IMFMvq5Fd7RcwdwMrDgqANkuLMuV8gJLKByMdXaa19FSFiOaKwQdHNmSP35BOnC-hcKuuUvk1hMw~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=_eB-frymVCfd7YyCbQh7JI-ogPpQ-Yb0ZaZ6Fe2q7teX3hjXRKcZ64_amG60LCokOrGF4Y1smStDMV6ArGY96g~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=_eB-frymVCfd7YyCbQh7JI-ogPpQ-Yb0ZaZ6Fe2q7teX3hjXRKcZ64_amG60LCokOrGF4Y1smStDMV6ArGY96g~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=pOa9KNlWB-fg6WCwPT2czmKKPuwlzMKtkeTb8uVzIFSMxZ8yRZtrLMXwsOlt6lKBcz2Z5f1w4kYWU_fDcoySag~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=pOa9KNlWB-fg6WCwPT2czmKKPuwlzMKtkeTb8uVzIFSMxZ8yRZtrLMXwsOlt6lKBcz2Z5f1w4kYWU_fDcoySag~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=J6gJShH1y7jkBi8EMZXOo197FACJavtRGVt41BlX4B07rApEIyX2I9rDcHCVtdPzP49_AsWBRRAYY8OEp_gH4g~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=J6gJShH1y7jkBi8EMZXOo197FACJavtRGVt41BlX4B07rApEIyX2I9rDcHCVtdPzP49_AsWBRRAYY8OEp_gH4g~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
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http://www.mmsend8.com/link.cfm?r=BFdNF9_z1mynvQ1x0MFWUQ~~&pe=wzwGEaqLwAJMVx86_bTf73bhLxwACbOtlyRuW18aOuvBD7tNsdDjTvu_i3jsKOVLY4kDVZF28EIf_oT0kNQm0A~~&t=INSERT_TRACKING_ENCID
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controversial project has been seen as a priority for President Andrés 
Manuel López Obrador.

As part of an initial policy aimed at participatory democracy 
that has since waned, López Obrador and his government held a ref-
erendum on the plant last February, with close to 60% of respondents 
voting for the project to go ahead.

There are now no legal impediments for the plant to start opera-
tions, said CFE’s Luis Bravo, communication coordinator. 

Mexico’s Guardia Nacional police force oversaw the resumption 
of work on the water line on Monday, according to CFE, with reports 
that protestors camped out in the area were removed.

The project is projected up to 80 MMcf/d of natural gas via a 
171 kilometer (99.4 mile) pipeline operated by Spanish firms Elecnor 
and Enagás. The lateral connects to the national pipeline system Sis-
trangas and travels through neighboring states Puebla and Tlaxcala.

CFE’s Proyecto Integral Morelos (PIM) also includes a power 
transmission line.

Bravo said the project would be in “total har-
mony” with the environment and would use treated 
wastewater rather than water from the Cuautla River.

“Generating electricity from the power plant 
will permit energy prices to remain stable without 
increases, and will keep tariffs down in neighboring 
communities,” Bravo said.

López Obrador and CFE director general 
Manuel Bartlett Díaz have been adamant that CFE 
maintain its primacy in the power generation seg-
ment in Mexico by having priority over the private 
sector in power dispatch.

Bartlett opposes the independent power 
producer (IPP) scheme that has been in place since 
1994, which allows private sector generators to build 

and operate plants with CFE as the offtaker under long-term power 
purchase agreements.

Plants operated by CFE supplied about 54% of Mexico’s power 
generation in 2018, versus 30% for IPPs. Bartlett has said CFE must 
maintain at least a 54% share of the national total.

According to its 2019-2033 Prodesen power sector development 
plan, Mexico expects to add an estimated 29,294 MW of combined-
cycle gas-fired power generation capacity over the next 15 years. The 
projects are set to be fueled principally by natural gas imports from 
the United States. n
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